LOADING DOCK EQUIPMENT
IDS Loading Dock Equipment/Dock levelers/Edge of dock /scissor lifts/truck rest.
Loading Dock equipment by IDS is great for any loading dock application. From Truck restraints to dock
shelters we have it all in the same place. We are your one stop shop for your next loading dock
equipment project.

Edge of Dock Levelers Model IDS EOD
Available in mechanical and hydraulic mechanism the Edge of docks from IDS are perfect to bridge the
gap between your loading dock and unloading trucks. They come in a range from 20k to 35k lbs capacity.
And in sizes of 66’’ 72’’ 78’’ and 84’’ wide with 2 dock bumpers.

Pit Dock Levelers Model IDSDL
Dock Levelers can be manufactured in custom sizes and in hydraulic or mechanical operation. Capacity
can range from 20,000lbs to 60,000 lbs. Pit mounted. These units are perfect for high traffic facility and
where big loads of products and merchandise go in and out frequently. The unit lifts up to 12’’ and then
it rests on the back of the unloading/loading truck closing a gap between the truck and your loading
dock facility.

Scissor lift tables Model IDS SLT
Scissor lift tables are perfect for pallet jack delivers. They can be pit mounted or mounted on the floor.
Sizes range from 6x8 to 8 x10. All of them come standard with a 10’ cord push button to automatically
lift the table to truck height and help you unload safely.

Vehicle Truck Restraint Model IDS TR
Safely secure trucks to the loading dock area by using our IDS truck restraints. Increase product security
and reduce equipment damage.

Dock Shelters and Dock Seals Model IDSDS and IDSDSE
Docks Seals and Shelters can help prevent damaged against your exterior walls while keeping the
openings tight and free of insects and debris when unloading or loading at your dock station. Dock
Shelters and seals can accommodate any incline or decline from your dock for tighter closure.
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